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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

An important topic in the area of investments relates to the optimal consumption-
portfolio allocation problem. The objective is to frrst cbaracterize investor behavior and, 
second, develop an equilibrium valuation rule for different investment alternatives facing 
a set of investors. 

The single-period capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is the simplest of all the 
models of asset valuation and port:folio choice. Intertemporal models on lines similar to 
the CAPM have also been developed, of whicb the consumption-based "beta" model is an 
important one. 

The basic assumption underlying all these models, whether with a heterogenous 
set of investors or a homogenous group, is that the markets in assets are complete and 
hence there exists a market-based valuation that is in some respects an aggregate of 
individual investors' private valuations. This assumption leads to simple valuation 
equations and optimal portfolios that satisfy what may be termed as the mutual fund 
conditions. 

Investors facing an opportunity set of several investment alternatives will choose 
to allocate their wealth among a common set of unique portfolios or mutual funds. 
Different investors will allocate different amounts of their investment capital to these 
portfolios. As a consequence, portfolio management can be decentralized and the mutual 
funds can generate benefits from scalar economies. 

This approach has attracted a significant research effort together with attempts to 
test the applicability of the "mutual fund" theorems to the "real world." Unfortunately, 
the real world experience is not very supportive of the modelling approach hitherto 
undertaken. Investors do not, in general, hold "diversified" portfolios or even several 
mutual funds at a time. 

Several explanation are offered for this observed behavior, chief among which are 
those relating to transaction costs, infonnation asymmetries, bounded rationality, etc. A 
closer examination reveals, however, that the reasons offered are not very strong. Costs 
of investing in mutual funds are continuously being driven down, as well as the 
information about mutual funds being upgraded to enable investors to make rational 
choices. 

The primary shortcoming in all the models has been the almost complete 
emphasis on the "market" set of assets and attendant neglect of those investment 
opportunities that are not available to everyone, or those investment alternatives that are 
individual-specific and claims on which cannot be issued. A further complicating feature 
is the pre-eminence of revenue streams from the labor market which are the primary 
source of wealth aggregation for a great majority of agents in the economy. 



Another complication arises from the fact that the markets are not necessarily 
complete, and this, with the existence of „private" assets and wage or endowment shocks, 
can result in the breakdown of the simple models of asset valuation and portfolio 
allocation. 

We cite three examples to clarify our above description of the state of affairs in 
the area of portfolio choice. Take the case of employees at Delta Airlines, who form an 
investment pool (their pension plan). Given that their investment capital for the pool 
comes from their wages generated by the airline's operation, diversification of risk would 
demand that their holding of Delta ( or even other airline stock) be different from an 
otherwise identical group which is not employed by the airline. 

Another example relates to the farming sector. Given the seasonal nature of their 
activity, farmers generate off-farm income. In addition, the investment in the farm itself 
is in the nature of a non-market investment, as the fanner cannot issue financial claims on 
the farm activity. Pannen as a group will therefore hold portfolios wbich are different 
from those of non-fann workers. Among fanners themselves, different groups with 
different endowments, raising different types of crops or livestock, will again hold 
different types of portfolios. 

A third example is of investors with different investment horizons and life-spans. 
Typically, younger individuals with a more recent entry into the wage market have 
smaller capital endowments, smaller levels of human capital/abilities, attenclant with 
lower wage rates and/or more volatile income streams. On the other band, they have a 
greater time span of productive activities. Older agents are endowed with greater wealth 
stocks as a consequence of accumulation. They bave accumulated human capital 
resulting in higher wage levels and/or more stable earnings. Their investment horizon is 
shorter as a consequence of their being older. Thus, these two groups, even if they were 
faced with the same set of „market" assets and bad identical tolerances for risks, will 
choose different optimal portfolios. 

As the above examples soggest, the existence of "non-market" assets, private 
endowment or wage streams, and different investment horizons in an economy with 
incomplete markets, lead to the breakdown of conventional theories and modelling 
prescriptions. 

There is, therefore, a need to incorporate some of these features into the models of 
portfolio choice and asset valuation. Of these, the portofolio allocation problem is much 
more tractable and provides investment rules that are valuable for the study of the mutual 
fund industry, not to speak of possible regulatory prescriptions for the operation of 
pension plans, etc. 

In the next section, we give a brief overview of the literature, with a description of 
two models developed in recent years. We also discuss our modelling approach and 
contrast it with the extant models. In section Ill, we develop our model and derive the 
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optimality results and some simple comparative statics. In section IV, we describe the 
testable propositions arising out of our modelling approach and soggest some of the ways 
to derive empirical implications. 

SECTION II: A VERY BRIEF SURVEY OF LITERA TURE 

In the interest of brevity and clarity of focus, we discuss below two of the 
approaches that in recent years have focused on the problem and contrast our model with 
them. 

Tue three important papers in this area are those by Bodie, Merton, and 
Samuelson (1992), Svensson (1988), and Svensson and Werner (1993). Bach of these 
papers considers the consumption-portfolio allocation problem with a stochastic wage or 
non-market asset cash-flow stream. Boclie, et al., Consider the allocation problem for a 
finite- lived investor who has a wage stream that is spanned by the market asset set or 
whose unspanned component is treated as pure "noise" and is not valued by the investor. 
In their model, the wage stream follows a geometric Brownian motion. 

Svensson and Svensson and Werner, on the other band, treat the stochastic cash-
flow stream to be produced by a non-market or private asset. This stochastic revenue 
stream follows an arithmetic Brownian motion, and they point to this by stating that under 
certain circumstances this stochastic flow has the flavor of a liability rather than an asset. 
Using this approach enahles them to get a closed-form solution to the exponential utility 
case. In their model, the investor is an infmite-lived individual, unlike the finite-lived 
investor considered by Bodie and others. Svensson and Werner try to find a market 
equivalent value for the stochastic stream, and in their model they augment the actual 
wealth of the investor by this capitalized value. In their model, the investor uses the 
capitalized component of wealth to buy the claim to the cash-flow stream. 

With such an approach, they obtain an advantage in that the derived utility 
function is a function of the augmented wealth alone, and bence the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation (HJBE) and the optimal choices take simpler functional forms that are 
amenahle to solution tecniques. This advantage comes with a price, however. The 
''private" asset in which the capitalized component of wealth is invested has return 
dynamics whose characteristics are unknown and, strictly speaking, have to be 
endogenously determined. To characterize the private asset return dynamics, they 
presume it tobe a function ofthe wealth and the ca.sh-flow dynamics and use Ito's lemma 
to derive the valuation equation. This leads two types of problems: one, the valuation 
problem cannot be solved without the specification of appropriate boundary conclitions, 
and two, this valuation is treated as independent of investor characteristics, which is not 
yet established. In other words, it is a priori not clear why different investors would have 
the same capitalized value for the stochastic cash-flow stream. 

As an a.side, we are able to show that our approach subsumes their approach and 
has the added benefit that we do not assume a market valuation. In fact, we can 
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disaggregate their approach and show it to have a form like ours when no restrictions are 
imposed. In our model, the derived utility function is a function of wealth and the 
stochastic wage income which plays the same role as the stochastic cash-tlow stream of 
Svensson, et al., and the wage stream of Bodie and others. This 'explicit' dependence of 
the derived utility function on the wage income, v, is a very crucial part of our model and 
distinguishes it from those developed by the above referred authors. In addition, there are 
other features oftheir models that we modify and generalize further. as discussed below. 

Svensson considers only the case where there is no state variable and in essence 
models a setup where the market asset retums and the non-market asset retums are driven 
by a common set of Wiener processes, albeit with a general correlation structure. 
Svensson's non-market asset can be considered to play a role identical to that for the 
wage income stream in our model, as his asset does not require any capital outlay, but has 
a stochastic revenue stream. However, and this is critical, Svensson ignores the fact that 
the 'non-market' asset's revenue stream is not spanned by the market asset revenue 
streams, and therefore this revenue stream itself should be treated as a state variable, with 
an impact on the dynamics of the problem. In fact, in bis general setup, Svensson does 
allow for this possibility, but when solving for an explicit case, he opines that if the 'non-
market' asset's revenue stream has constant drift and diffusion parameters, then it is 
equivalent to a case where there is no state variable. This approach is at odds with a 
statement early on, where he notes that the income stream from the non-market source is 
akin to the state variable. 

As a consequence of this simplification, bis model results are very 
straightforward. for the market and non-market asset streams are driven by a common 
vector of Wiener processes. and the HJBE does not contain any terms with respect to a 
state variable. In fact Svensson' s results can also be obtained in a case where the non-
market asset revenue stream is an arithmetic Brownian motion. When we incorporate 
explicitly the assumption that the derived utility of wealth function depends upon the 
non-market asset revenue dynamics, the resulting first order conditions, the HJBE, and 
the optimal consumption and asset allocation relationships are radically different. 

Boclie, et al., do not have a private set of assets in their model, but they do 
consider the problem with a wage income stream in addition to the general set of market 
assets. In their model, the investor has labor endowment in addition to wealth 
endowment. and bis objective is to obtain optimal allocations of wealth, consumption, 
leisure, and labor efforts. In their general setup, they state that the wage income stream is 
not necessarily spanned by the revenue streams from the market assets. However, in their 
explicit derivations, they consider only the case, where they assume essentially that (a) 
spanning obtains, or equivalently, (b) the investor behaves as if the component for the 
wage stream that is not spanned by (nor is orthogonal to) the market revenue streams, can 
be treated as noise and is therefore without value or price. 

Their focus is an the labor-leisure trade-off and the impact of the wage dynamics 
on the investor' s optimal consumption-market asset portfolio allocation decisions. They 
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consider this impact in two cases: one where the investor has no flexibility in terms of 
the Iabor allocation, and the second, where he does have the flexibility in terms of his 
leisure-labor allocations. 

In terms of our model, their model with rigid or non-flexible labor allocation is 
the closest comparable one. There is one important consequence of their 'projection' 
approach to the treatment of the wage income stream. This approach, which originated 
with Merton' s work ( 1971 ), gives a very simple and tractable solution approach, but there 
is a price to pay. The price lies in the fact that we account only for those components that 
lie in the span of the market set and essentially ignore the orthogonal components that any 
rational investor would not choose to ignore. Tue results are therefore biased, and this 
bias can be significant 

Tue results of Bodie, et al., therefore 'mis-estimate' the impact of the wage stream 
on the optimal consumption-portfolio choices of the investor. Further, as their focus is on 
the quantification of the impact of these wage sources on the portfolio holding patterns of 
different investors with different wage dynamics, their treatment of the wage dynamics, 
as stated above, has a critical impact an the model prescriptions. The point that we are 
attempting to make is that the assumption or treatment as noise of the orthogonal 
components is not a very trivial or even necessarily benign one. 

Our model, in contrast, straddles both the above models of Svensson and Bodie, et 
al., (BMS). While it is less general than the BMS model as far as its treatment of the labor 
endowment is considered (the flexible labor supply case), our model is, nevertheless, 
more general in its correlation structure and its explicit treatment of the impact of wage 
dynamics on the derived utility function. lt is a richer model, and we are able to derive 
the optimal set of conditions or rules for an investor' s welfare, consumption choice, and 
asset allocation. In addition, we also derive closed-fonn solutions for specific utility 
functions. 

We initially derive the results for the infmite time horizon case. In the case of the 
'exponential' utility function, we derive results which, when we make the assumption 
akin to that made by Svensson, lead to representation whicb is identical to his. 

Given the closed-fonn solutions, we are able to examine the sensitivities of 
consumption and portfolio allocations to changes in different factors ranging from 
different correlation structures to changes in the wage dynamics. 

An additional feature of our model is its possible extension for the development 
of an investor-specific 'private valuation' measure for the private or non-market asset(s). 
Whereas in the case of the wage income stream, we developed a valuation or capitalized 
equivalent to detennine the impact on the decision making exercise, here the approach 
will be radically different. In the frrst case, there was no wealth investment in the 'wage 
asset,' whereas here these private assets call for wealth allocations in erd.er to generate the 
revenue streams for the investor. Tberefore, the approach relies on finding that increment 
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to the current wealth endowment which. when invested together with the current wealth 
in a smaller set of capital investment projects, will nevertheless result in the same level of 
welfare as in the original setup. In order to undertak:e this exercise, it is clear that we need 
to employ specific utility functions. As we have already developed closed-form solutions 
for the derived utility of wealth and also cbaracterized the optimal consumption-
investment allocations, we have a closed form expression for the investor' s welfare. 
Therefore, it is a straightforward approach to estimating the marginal, 'private' value for 
any non-market asset. 

As stated earlier, we have developed tbe model initially for the infinite-time 
horizon case using specific utility functions The extension of these results to the finite-
time horizon prob lern would render the results sensitive to the investor' s time frame, and 
hence is richer in its predictions or prescriptions. For example, two otherwise identical 
investors with different time horizons will have different consumption and portfolio 
strategies. and hence in the context of mutual funds, there are clientele effects that any 
fund promoter must pay attention to. Altematively, investors with same time frames but 
different wage stream parameters will also bebave differently. This has implications for 
pension fund investments, among others, as employees in different industries have 
different wage dynamics, and even if they are otherwise homogeneous in their 
preferences, nevertheless, their optimal portfolio choices will be different. 

Finally, this model redresses one of the primary shortcomings of the extant models 
of optimal portfolio choice and allocations. lt talres a partial equilibrium approacb, with 
primary focus on an individual investor, and develops the appropriate measures for 
optimal allocations. In part. the model answers questions as to why a typical investor's 
portfolio is very different from the 'well-diversified' one expected from the other moclels. 
lt is an extension of the BMS approach in this respect, which bas tbe added feature that 
the impact of 'non-systematic or idiosyncratic' component of the wage stream is not 
ignored but explicitly incorporated in the decision making process. Empirical tests of this 
model are easy to develop, as we have the necessary metrics, and also one can categorize 
different labor groups by industry or activity into different wage streams and estimate 
their correlation structures with a market asset set such as the S&P 500 or the DJIA. An 
examination of the composition or characteristics of the investors in different types of 
mutual funds is also an approach to check for the viability of this model. In section m. 
we describe the model setup and derive the major results. 

SECTION III: A CONTINUOUS TIME MODEL OF CONSUMPTION 
AND PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION 

In this section, we develop an infmite-horizon, continuous time model of 
consumption choice and portfolio allocation. We focus our attention on an investor who 
is an expected utility of consumption maximizer. To render the problem tractable to the 
technique of dynamic programming, we assume that the utility function of the investor is 
amenable to the dynamic programming approach. Tue investor' s opportunity set consists 
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of long-lived capital assets, requiring investments of wealth. The capital assets consist of 
both "market" and "non-market" assets, athough in this paper we do not identify them 
separately. 

Tue investor also receives a continuous stream of cash tlow or revenue, which we 
tenn "'Wage income stream," although one could view the stream as an endowment stream 
as weil. This is a single good economy where the single-consumption good also serves as 
the numeraire. We defrne below all the terms and also elaborate on the assumptions 
before deriving tbe fundamental equation to be solved, namely the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation (HJBE). There are two alternative treatments of the wage stream, 
resulting in two different HJBEs, and we derive both of them. 

Initially, we express the HJBE(s) in general derived utility of wealth and income 
tenns (/ [W,v]), but later on we use the HJBE to solve for specific utility functions. Tue 
problem is a complicated one and, with the specification of a given form for the utility 
function. we can at times derive a closed-form solution only in special cases where the 
system parameters satisfy certain functional relationships. Nevertheless, we do derive tbe 
general result for the class of negative exponential utility functions. 

Once the HJBE has been solved, and a closed-form solution obtained for the 
derived utility function over wealth and wage income stream, the next step is to 
characterize fully the optimal consumption choice [c*(t)] and the portfolio vector (Ww*). 
Once these have been expressed in tenn.s of the system parameters, we are then in a 
position to examine their dependence on the various variables of interest ranging from the 
wealth endowment and the wage income level to the correlation structure between the 
capital assets and tbe wage stream. This "comparative-statics" exercise will enable us to 
fully characterize the investor' s optimal choice and also lead to prescribing strategies for 
developing specialized, optimal ponfolios for different classes of investors with different 
sources of income, among other things. 

In this section and in this paper, we do not undertake this exercise and limit 
ourselves to the task of simply characterizing the consumption and ponfolio allocation 
decisions. 

We begin below with the defrnitions and notations employed hereinafter. 

Definitions and Notations: 

c(t): rate of consumption at time t. 

p: time preference coefficient for tbe investor. 

v(t): the wage level at time 1. 

W(t): the wealtb level at timet of the investor. 
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Capital Assel Dynamics: 

Capital assets are assets which require investment of wealth or capital to generate 
retums. 

where 

L(P)"' 

is the diagonal matrix and Pi is the level of investment in the ith asset. 

Z = (Z1,Z2,··-Z„ ]r is the instantaneous mean rate of return vector. 

I. = S · Sr is the (nxn) matrix representing the instantaneous covariance matrix of 
,.,,, =Z =Z 

retums on the capital assets. 

I. is assumed tobe positive definite. 

Wage Dyna»Ucs: 

v(t) represents the wage flow at time t, with the following value dynamics: 

dv = v·Zvdt+VO'v ·dßv 

where and av are the instantaneous drift and diffusion parameters for the wage stream. 

Brownian Motion Relationships: 

d[b.: Kxl vector of incremental Wiener processes affecting the capital asset value 
retum dynamics. 

dBv: Tue incremental Wiener process affecting the wage stream value dynamics. 

The processes dl!z and dBv are assumed to have a general covariance structure as 
shown below: 
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E [(p-• ·dP)· dv]=L dt t= -V -Zv 

where ~ is the instantaneous covariance vector reflecting the relationship between the 
capital assets and wage stream dynamics. 

Risk-Free Asset Dynamics: 

dP 
- 1 =Rdt. 
pi 

P1 : level of investment at t in the risk-free asset. 

R: instantaneous rate of return on the risk-free investment. 

Investor Cluuacteristics: 

U[c,t]: utility function for the investor. 

1. Negative exponential utility function: 

-ö[c] _,,. e 
-e ·--

0 

2. Power utility function: 

[c-c]' r < I, r 
-{c-c]' r > i. r 

3. Log utility function: 

Ln[c-c]. 

Note !: Tue utility function U(c,I) is assumed tobe separable, i.e., 

U[c,t] = /(1) · U(c). 
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Note 2: Tue utility function is assumed to satisfy the differentiability and continuity 
requirements necessary for the use of stochastic dynamic programming techniques. 

Time Horiz.on Assumption: 

lnitially, we assume that the investor is an infinite lived agent. His objective 
function is therefore set out as: 

Max E,[[ U[c,s]ds J 

subject to budget and wealth dynamic constraints at each decision point. 

Er: Expectation operator at timet. 

Starling Point for the Jnvestor's Optimizalion Problem: 

The infinite horizon, Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (HJBE), is the starting 
point for the investor' s optimization problem. 

Definition: 

e·pt1 [W, v] = derived utility over wealth and wage stream for the infinite lived investor. 

1. /(W, v] = 
·"'(/(W.•)J 

'e -e ---- for negative exponential utility function. öR 

2. /[W, v] =ß·[f(W,v)J' 
r 

for power utility function. 

3. l [W, v] = ß· ln[f(W, v)] forlog utility function. 

The original HJBE: 

U(c,t)dt + J,dt + lwE,[dW] 

+J ,E,[ dv] + t lwwE,[ dW'] +t J "E,[ dv'] 
+l,.,E,[dW · dv] = 0 

(!) 

where J = J[W, v,t] is the derived utility of wealth (and wage) function for the investor. 

Note: With U(c,t)"'e·~u(c) and l[W,v,t]"'e.~I{W,v] webave: 
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U(c *)-pi+ lw[ E,(dW) I dt] + l,E,[(dv) I dt] 

+t lww[ E,(dW') I dt] +t Iw[ E,(dv') I dt] + I„[ E,(dW · dv) I dt] = 0 
(Ja) 

where dW= incremental change in the investor's wealth level and dv = incremental wage 
stream flow accruing to the investor. 

Definition: 

~ = vector of proportions of wealth allocated to the various capital assets. 

W(t )- c(t)dt "wealth allocated at time t to the capital assets. 

=> W(t + dt ), level of wealth at time (t + dt) 

= [W(t)- c(t)dt] +[W(t)- c(t)dt{[R + ;i:' (z - R!)]dt + ;i:' §.zdBz ]+ dv 

= [w(t)- c(t)dt] +[W(t)- c(t)dt l[ R + w' (z - R!)]· ·dt + ;i:' §.zdBz] (Ib) 

+vZ.dt + va ,dB, 

dW =W(t +dt]-W(t) = -c(t)dt 

+[W(t)- c(t)dt l[ R + ;i:' (z - R!)]dt + w' ,\'.zd Bz] (lc) 

Wehave: 

E,[dW(t)] = [-c{t)+ w[R+ w'(z - RJ)j + vZ, ]dt 

E,[dv(t)] = vZ,dt (ld) 

E,[dv(1) 2
] = v1a;d1 
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······················-----------

Substituting for these in the HJBE, we obtain the following expression: 

=> H[;] 
u[c']- pi+ 1.[-c + WR + Ww' (z - R!)+ vZ,] 
+lvvZv +! lww[W2~T~w+ 2vW~7 Lz.,. + v2a~]+t l,,...v 2CJ~ 

+IW\o[vw · wTLzv + v2a~] = 0. 

Tue optimization problem becomes: 

Max 
H[,] 
{c(t), w}. 

which gives us the following first order conditions: 

1. 

2. 

or equivalently 

(le) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Substituting the relationships implied by the second fonc into the HJBE and 
simplifying, we get the modified HJBE as 

( 
- • I (I + l )] 

=>U(c*)-pl+I.[-c•+WR]+ (I.+1,)z.-e, • 7„ "" v 

+{ [( '~' (I„+1..,)' ·]' 1;. t) lww+21..,+Iwl"•- ·8, v -i-·80 =0. 
lww lww 

where 

fJ, = (:Z - R!)' 1·'(z - R!) 

e, =(Z-R!)'~"Iz, and 
~ T -1 e, = Iz.~ I.,,. 

12 
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Note: Henceforth, our starting point is the below given HJBE: 

(6) 

Using the above equation in conjunction with the appropriate utility function over 
consumption and the corresponding derived utility function, will generate the differential 
equations that need tobe solved in order to obtain the appropriate functional form(s) for 
thej(w,v) function. Once we solve for thej(w,v) correctly, the next step is to solve for the 
optimal consumption rate, c*(r), and the optimal capital asset investment allocation vector 
w*(t). We can then undertake a detailed study of the consumption-investment behavior 
of the investor as a function of the various system parameters! 

Aside: note that in the setting up ofthe investor's optimization problem, we have 
assumed that in the time interval [t, t + dt], the wage stream accruing to the investor is 
'dv' l Tbere can be an alternative assumption; namely, that in the incremental interval dt, 
the investor' s wage stream accrual is actually vdt. This has the flavor of the wage rate 
being negotiated at t and being in force over the interval length dt. 

With such an alternative set up, we would then have: 

=> dW = [-c+ WR+ W.!fr(Z -R!)+ v]dt+WwT ~,dB,, 

so that the wealth dynamics are quite different now, and the HJBE becomes: 

U(c *)-pi+ 1.[-c + v + WR + WwT (z - R!)] + I, · vZ. +3 Iww[w'wr~w] 

+t l""v 1C1~ + !Wv[vwwrLzv] = 0 

with the foncs as: 

1. Uc= lw 

or equivalently: 
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(11) 

and the HJBE is transformed to: 

(12) 

Rearranging the terms, we get: 

(12a) 

Again, with the appropriate utility function and assumed derived utility function, 
we end up with a differential equation that needs to be solved for the equilibrium form of 
the function f{w,v) and, therefore, we can obtain the equilibrium characterizations as 
before. 

Note: In the second case, the HJBE is much more compact. 

Tue essential characteristic of this approach is that the wage stream contribution is 
vdt and not dv in the interval [t, t + dt] and hence the simpler relationship. 

In the next few pages, we derive the fmal differential equations that need to be 
solved for the J(w, v) function for each of the three utility functions, using the first HJBE 
relationship where the wage stream contribution to dW(t) is dv and not vdt. 

Tue first HJBE: 

U(c)-pI+Iw[-c+WR]-t ::. ii,+[Vw+1.)z.-[1w(1+ ::)Je.} 
{vww +21.,. +Iw)<1;-1ww(1+ :: )'e,]tv' =0. 
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---------------~··~~-·--------· 

Before we move on to specific utility functions, we will first attempt an 
examination of the optimal portfolio choice and try to characterize the behavior of the 
investor. 

An &:aminaJion of the Optimal Portfolio Choice: 

lrrespective of the specific utility function employed, we have the optimal 
portfolio of capital assets specified as below. We have from equation (4) above: 

Ww*=-l-'(z-R1)( Iw )-1-•1 v(1+ 1
"' )· (13a) - ---1 --zv I ww ww 

We now do some simple manipulations of the above expression: 

Wlrw*=-lrl-'(Z-Rl)( lw )-lrl-'1 v(l+ !,,, )· - ---] --Zv] ww ww 

Please note that the above expression is a scalar, and represents the total wealth invested 
in the capital assets. 

We define 

W*= Ww* 
- -Wlrw* 

Please note 1 r · W* = 1. 

We therefore obtain W * as: 

(13b) 

This expression can be further manipulated to give a more compact expression below: 

(14) 
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························-·------~---

where 

and 

Please note that w: is the optimal portfolio that would be held by the investor if 
either he has no wage stream v or if the wage stream dynamics are independent of the 
dynamics of the capital assets, i.e., ~v = 0. 

Please also note that the denominator ofthe expression forW* above is a scalar. 

T o recap, we write W * as: 

(14) 

We can now interpret the portfolio choice as adjustments to the W: portfolio as a 
consequence of the existence of the wage revenues. Tue first adjustment is adding 
weights 

0 . ~[lww + 1..,] 
-· 1 w 

and then scaling the resultant portfolio by 

In the absence of any furtber information about the derived utility function l[W,v] 
and its partial derivatives, we cannot draw any more fruitful insight into the optimal • portfolio composition. This is true, even more so, for the optimal consumption choice, c . 
We therefore need to revisit the frrst HJBE and try to solve it explicitly for specitic utility 
functions, after which the comparative static results can be obtained. This we do next. 

1. NEGATIVE ExPoNENTIAL: 

For the negative exponentail utility case, we asswne the following forms for tbe 
utility function and the derived utility function. 
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-•" U(c)=-; 
8 

-6Rf 

I(W, v) =-e• -'-
(jR 

Thus, we have the HJBE from equation (6) transformed to: 

_fw +L+[I!. - Ln(fw) _R'f+RW]f, _i 1; 8 o SR 8 8 w '[!ww -(OR)J;] 0 

[(f, f, )
Z _ fw[(fww + f..,}-(OR)fw(fw + /,))8,] 

+ w + ' ' [fww -(OR)J;] V 

[(/ww +2/.., + fw}-OR(fw + J,')jcr'. 

_[(fww + f..,}-ORfw(fw + /,}]' iJ (!)v' =O. 

[!ww -(SR)!;] ' 

And the optimal choices as: 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

We next obtain the solution(s) to the IUBE above. Now, we have upon having 
separability of the functionj(W, v) in Wand v asj(W, v) = W + fiv), i.e., 

-&: d -t'iR{W+/(v)) 

with U(c) = ::::."__ and I[W, v] = -e e , we obtain upon simplification; 
8 oR 

[
/!. 1 p 1 • ] 
ß- 8 + 8 R + 2(8 R) li, (18) 

-Rf(v)+ii,v(l+ J,}-li,v'(l+ JJ' +li,v'fw =0 

where 
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9, :Z, -6, = Z, -(Z-R!f I-'I,,; 
9, =H&l~a;-e,]=HoR)[a;-I~.I-'I,,j; and 

9 - 'a' 3::=2 v· 

By assuming that (i) t. - ~ +L+_.!_iJ, = 0 and ouOR20R 
(ii)Rf(v)-9,v(I + J,) +9,v'(I + f,)' -9,v' f w = 0, we can solve separately for t. and 

for}lv). 

This gives us: 

-=- R-p-l9 ort.=- R-p--9 ,.. l[ '] l[ •'] ööR 20 R 20· 

We now turn our attention tofi.v). We have: 

Rf(v)-9,v(l+ J,)+9,v'(I+ f,)' -9,v' fw = 0. 

We now do some transfonnations on the above expression. First, defme: 

g(v)=f(v)+v. 

This gives us: 

Rg( v)- Rv-9, vg, + 9,v' g; -9,v'gw = 0. 

Next define h(Lnv) = g(v), and defme l.nv = x~ tbese. upon subsitution, give us: 

- - -
wherell,=9,-9,;ll2=ll,; andll,=ll,. 

- -
. 81 (J3 Now tf R-

2
-
4 

= 0, we have a very simple solution to the above equation . 

• 
Let h(x) = ae2 

• • a - 2 a a -h =-e 2 ·h =-ex. h =-e2
. 

"2'.r4'.u4 
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Substituting, we get: 

(23) 

- -
81 83 #, . If stated as above. we do have R - - - - = 0, then we have a = 2 ,R , assunung 
2 4 ' 

the positive root, so that, 

• 
h(x) = 2,/f, e'. and 

f(v) = g( v)- v =ff,-- v. 

Thus we have: 

A -öR(W+f(v)) 
l[W v] = _-_e_e __ _ 

' li R 
where 

L\= ~[R-p-til,] 

il, = (z -R!)' r-'(Z -R!) 
f(v) =ff,- -v 

8, = 8, = t(li R~a; - I~I:-'I,.. ), 

provided, and this is important, 

R-~-!!2.=o· i.e. R= 81 + 8' 
2 4 ' ' 2 4 

-l(8 -8 )+ 8, -l'' _i•· 
-2 1 3 4 -2 4 

or 4R = 81 -28,; i.e., 4R = [z. -(z - R!)' I:-'r,, ]- a;. 
- -

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

On the other band, if R - !!;_ _ 83 * 0, then we have a much more complicated 
2 4 

problem. Going back to the ODE per equation (22), we have: 
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Rh(x )- Re' + 8,h; - 8,h, - 8,hu = 0, where 

8, =II, -II,= [z. -(z - R!f ~-'Iz, ]-ta; 
8, =II, = t(o R~a; - I~.I-'Iz,] 
-II, -II - i-' - 3-lvv• 

Rewriting the expression, and employing tbe series form expression for C, equation (22) 
becomes: 

Rh(x)-Rf(f.)+8,h;-8,h,-8,hu =0. (27) 

'"" 
Assume: 

( )
- a1 1 a2 2 a3 3 a2 2 _ i- a, ; h x - a0 +-x +-x +-x + .... +-x .... = a0 + """-. x . 

1 2 3 2 ,„. (28a) 

This gives us: 

-hx = I,a;x;-1 , (28b) 
i-1 

-hu = La,(i-l)xH (28c) 
/:\ 

(28d) 

Substituting, we get: 
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+ .... 
-- -2-11-\ -81 a

1 
-81 a2x -81 a3x - .... -81 a„x .... 

-83 a
2 

-2ÖJ a
3
x-38J a4x

2 
•••• (n-1)61 a„x"-2 

•• „= 0. 

Rearranging the terms. we obtain the following expressions: 

=>[ Ra0 - R+Ö2 a~ -81 a1 -83a1 ]x0 

+[ Ra1 - R + 282 a1a2 -81 a1 - 2 Ö3a3 ]x' 

+[R~-li+W1 a1a5 + 282a2a4 +82 a: -81 as -583 a6 ]x' 
4 4! 

J R~-!!..+282 a1a6 + 262a2a5 + 2Ö2a3a4 -81 a6 -683 a1 ]x' 
TL 5 5! 

J R a6 - R +281a
1
a

1
+2Öza1a6 + 2'92a3a5 + Ö2 a; -61 a, - 783 a8]x' 1 6 6! 

J Ra1 _!!..+281a
1
a

8
+261a2a1 +261a3a6 +262a4a5 -81 a8 -883 a9 ]x' 

1 7 7! 
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+ .... 

[

R (a,,) - ( R)_ + 2ii, a,a„., + 2ii,a,a„ + 2ii,a,a,,_,] + 2n 2n! x2" 

+ .... +292 a 11 a 11+2 +82 a;+i -81 a 2„+1 -(2n+1}83 a 2„+2 

1R(a2„+
1 
)-( R ) +2Ö2 a 1a 2„ ... 2 +282a2a 2„„1 +282a3a 2„] 2n+l 2n+l ! x211+1 

+ .... +292 a„ ... 1a„„2 -81 a2„„2 -(2n + 2)93 a2„„3 

+ .... =0. 

Tue above expressions consist of an infinite series of powers of x, 
b0x0 + b1x

1 + Oix 2 + b3x
3+.„.+b„x"+ .... = 0. 

By setting each of the coeffecients, b0 ,hi,bz, .... b„, equal to zero, we can solve for the 
coefficients a0 ,a1, a2 , •••• a 11 , •••• a 2„,a:z,,+i •etc. 

Thus, we have: 

[Ra0 -R+(82 -a1 -81)a1 -81a2 ]=0. 
[Ra1 - R+282a1a2 -81a2 -283a3 ] = 0. 

and so on. 

(31) 

This is a complex set of relationships that can only be solved sequentially in the 
following manner. We have: 
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(32) 

(33) 

And wehave: 

Note: There are many feasible solutions to the above set-up, each corresponding 
to a different assumption re, ao, and a1, that can be arbitrarily specified. 

For example, with a0 = 0 and a 1 = 1, we get: 

which together with a1 then specifies a 3, and henceforth all the other an's. 

Altematively, with a
0 

= 0 and a1 = 0, we get a2 = i:, which gives 

a2 =2-[-R+~01 ]= R(81 ~83), andsoon. 
283 83 20 

3 

and so on. 

The reason for setting a1 = 0 is that it makes some of the steps easier. 
Nevertheless, once ao and a1 are specified, then they automatically specify all the values 
of subsequent coefficients an for the function h(x). 
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We could equally weil set 

e, d 2 hi h . . R 'th 0 -R a1 = =- an a0 = , w c again g1ves a 2 = =- , or Wl a 0 = ,a2 =--=--
82 83 83 

We have therefore with an appropriate choice of ao. a1, and hence all the other 
a„'s, obtained the expression for h(x) as: 

h(x)=a,+f,a,'x'. 
i-l l 

(28) 

Now we have: 

x= Lnv: 

=> g(v) = a0 + f, a.' [Lnv]' 
i:l l 

(34) 

=> The value functionf{v) = g(v)-v = a0 + f, a.' [Lnv]' - v. 
j:\ l 

Once we haveflv), we then havef11,/1111 which enables us to find the expressions for 
the optimal assumption rate, c*(t), and the portfolio weight vector, Ww*. We are also 
then in a position to undertake comparative statics of the problem. 

II. POWER UTILITY FIJNCTION: 

For the power utility case, we assume the following forms for the utility function 
and the derived utility function: 

U(c) = [c-c]' 
r 

U(c)= -[c-c]' 
r 
!' I[w,v]= 11.-
r 

f=f(w.v) 

r < 1 C: Minimum consumption level 

r > 1 C: Maximum consumption level 

y>l;y<l 
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Upon substitution, simplification, and rearrangement of terms, the HJBE per equation (6) 
is transformed to the following nonlinear PDE below: 

' I' fw[ßfw]r-1[f- l]/ 2 -f / 2 +RWfwf -1[ w ]iJo/ 2 -Cß fwf 
lwwl+(y-1)1,; 

+v[z.(1+f)-ii1.[(f„+l„)l+(r-1)1.(f.+1.)]]1 
w • ' [l„l+(y-1)1,;] 

(35) 

a;[(f„ +21„ + 1.)1+(r-1X1.+1.l'] 

+(t)v' [( ) ( ) J]' _iJ lww+I„ I+ y-11,(f,+I, 
' [lwwl +(y-1)!,;j 

=0. 

For the case when y< 1, and for the case when y> l, 

' I' fw[4fw]r-1 [t-f]f 2 -ff 2 +RWfwf-~[ (w )l']iJof
2

-CAfwf 
fwwf+ y-1 w 

+v[z.(f +f)-ii 1.[(f„+l„)l+(r-1)1.(f.+1,)]]1 
• ' ' [lwwl +(y-1)1,;] 

(36) 

a;[(f .. +21„ + 1.)1 +(r-1X1. + l.J'] 

+(")v' [ ]' = 0. ' -ii (!„ + 1„)1+(y-1)1.(f.+1.) 
' [lwwl +(y-1)1,;] 

And we also have: 

' ' c* =[4f.]r-• f +i' for r < l,c* = i'-[4f.]r-• f for r > 1. (37) 

Ww*=-r-•[ fwf(Z.-R!) +[(fww+f..,)f+(y-l}fw(fw+f,)]]vr . (}Sa) 
- - [!wwf +(y-l}J;] [!wwf +(r-l)J;]4tlr-'I _,, 

or 

-r-• [ _ [Uww + f..,)f ] ] Ww* = - f,f(Z -RI)+ vI, . 
- [!wwf+(y-l)fi] - - +{y-l}f,(fw+f,} - ' 

(38b) 
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We can see that resulting differential equation is nonlinear and quite hard to solve. 
We derive some solutions for the special cases below: 

For the power utility function case, with y< l, we have the HJBE as, 

(f.)"'-'[_1_-1]1'-p l'-+i'i,- I; l'-i'lwl 
r r [11„+(r-1)1;] 

+RW·I ·l+v[z.(1 +I )-i'i [(1 )[l(f„+lwv)+l.Uw+l.)]]]1 (35a) 
w w • ' w [1 lww +(y-1)1,;] 

a'.[1U „ + 21„+1 w)+ (r-1)(!. + 1.l'] 

+tv' • [1Uww + lw.)+(y-l)lwUw + I.)'] 
-e 

2 [1 l„+(y-1)1,;] 

with !l. set equal to l. 

=0. 

Supposethatrr~ =82 . Thenwecanset f =:aW+bv+K. 

::::::> The HJBE becomes: 

[(a)"'-'[i-1]- p _1- i'i, ]1' -i'al ' r '(r-1) 

+RaWI +v[Z.(a+b)-i'!,(a+b)]! 

[ 
2 • '] +tv' a'.(r-1)(a+b) -e,(r-l)(a+b) =0. 

-Rbvl + v(z. -i'i, Xa +b)I +tv'[a'. -i'i, Jr- l)(a +b)' = 0. 

2 • But with G v = 8 2, we have the HJBE now as: 
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[
alr'r-•l(i-1)-P +R- • il, ]1' 

r r '(r-1) (41) 

-{Rb+ (z. -il, )(a +b)}f = o. 

We can now solve for a, b, and K as follows: 

Set[alr'r-•l[.c-1]-P +R-l il, ]=0 
r r '(y-1) ' 

set[-Rb+O,(a+b)]=O, and 

set [ca+ RK] = o. 

From the flfSt we obtain the value of a as: 

a-[[R-P_i il,] r ]';' - r '(r-1) (r-1) 
(42a) 

and we assume that the „transversality" condition holds, and we obtain the value of b, as: 

b= ( e,a ) and 
R-0 ' 

' 
K=-~. 

R 

So that we have: 

f(W,v)=aW+bv+K=a[w+(R~'e, }-! ] 
[J(W,v)]' [w+(.~.l-!]' 

andl[W,v]= =a' r r 

[w+(~l-!]' 
and l[w,v,t]= .-~ r[w,v] =e-~a' "------= r 
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When y > 1, we use equation (36) and again setting .6. = l, and with the condition 
a~v 2 = iJ 2 holding, we obtain a functional formjW j{W,v) as below, with y > 1: 

f[W,v] = aW +bv+ K, 

where 

(42e) 

band K the same as per equations (42b and 42c). 

One can interpret the capitalized value of the wage income stream as [ R~, ]v . 

An interesting aspect of this set up is that this value, [ R~~. ]v , is independent of 

the investor characteristics, which is not too surprising given the assumption 
thata~ = 82 , a spanning condition is satisfied. However, it must be noted here that there 
is no explicit assumption that the "market" asset retums span the "wage" stream. lt is the 
"augmented" market and non-market asset set that is assumed to span the wage stream 
dynamics. 

Tue coefficient a is a function of the investor characteristics and the capital asset 
parameters. lt does not depend upon the wage dynamics. Again, a feature of the 
spanning condition imposed here. 

Finally, note that the "augmented wealth,"[W +(R~1 )v], is separable in actual 

wealth, W, and the wage stream, v. In general, it will not be the case that the "capitalized 
value" of the wage stream is independent of the investor's wealth and his risk 
characteristics. For the general case, we are forced to solve the highly non-linear, second 
order differential equation in fi.W, v). 

The optimal consumption and portfolio allocations are therefore given as: 

For optimal consumption, c*, we have ?? equation (37), when y < 1: 

' c* = [a ],~, [aW +bv + K]+ c, 
and when y> 1, 
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' c*=c-[a]r-•[aW+bv+K] or 

(43a) 

(43b) 

with a as derived before for each case and the optimal portfolio allocation vector as: 

(44a) 

forboth y< 1 and y> 1. 

Therefore, with the setup where<1~ = 82 , the problem is tractable and has an 
optimal solution. 

For the general case, we revert back to our HJBE per equation (35) or (36). 

General case result for the case when y= 2: 

When y = 2, the derivations are as given below, equation (36) becomes: 

( )'( ') pi l · I! . l 1-- ----0 -+RWI -cf w 2 2 2 01 w w ww 

1 2 2 1 2 2 [~ +-<1 VI --(J V -=0. 2VVl'2Vl ww 

Ifwe asswne 

I(W,v)=f' +g(v): f"f(W.v),uponsubstituionweget, 
2 
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( )'( 1) 2 p 2 ( ) 1 ' ti; 2 f 1--f--f-pgv--e f 
w 2 r 2 °[t·fww+fi;] 

+RWfwf-cfwf +9,vfwf +Z,vfJ +Z,vg, 

-evt.[f f..,+fw·t,] 1 
' [ffww+fi;] 

1 
+-cr;v'[f(fww +2/..,)+ fwUw +2f,)] 

2 

By setting f(W,v) = aW +bv+ K,; and g(v) = cv'. we have 
fw=a; f,=b; g,=2cv; gw=2c; fww=O; f..,=O; fw=O; 

so that we have 

a'(l.,- YzJaW +bv+K,)
2 

- ~ (aW +bv+ K,)' -pcv2 
- ~ B,(aW +bv+ K,)' 

+R[aW +bv+ K,]'-Rbv[aw +bv+ K,]-RK,[aw +bv+ K,]-ca[aW +bv+K,] 

(44c) 

+e,av[aw +bv + K,] + Z,bv(aw +bv+ K,]+ 2Z,cv' -9,bv[aw +bv + K,] (44d) 

1 1 1 
+-cr~v 2a(a + 2b) +-cr~v 2b2 + ca:v 1 --O'!v1b1 = 0. 

2 2 2 
2 A - A 

Note: 02 =a. -02 ; 8 1 = Z„ -8 1• 

Collecting like terms, we get: 

[..!_a,_P _..!_9 +R}aw+bv+K]' 
2 2 2 ° 

[Rbv-RK1 -Ca +8 1 av+9 1bv~aW +bv+ K 1) (44e) 

Setting the terms in the square brackets to zero, we get, respectively: 
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Secondly: 

-RK1 -Ca =v 

-C·a 
;>K =--

' R 

Thirdly: 

[-(R-6 1 )b+6,a ]v = 0 

;;;;;}b= e.a 
(R-61 ) 

And finally: 

[[-p+2Z. +a;jc+ ~ 6,(a+b)' }' = O 
1 6,(a+b)' 

;>c-- 2 [p-2Z, -a;]' 

(440 

(44g) 

(44h) 

(44i) 

So we have solved for everything. for once we obtairi the specification for J[W,v], tben we 
can obtain the expressions for c*, Ww*, wbich in turn enable us to do comparative statics 
and measure welfare level(s). For y,o 2, we bave to revertto equation (35) or (36) to solve 
for the general case. We bave not yet been able to get the result fory,o 2. 

m. LOG UTILITY FvNCTioN: 

For the log utility function case, we assume the following forms of the utility 
function and the derived utility function: 

U(c) = u.(c-c): l(W, v) = Mn(/(w, v)). 

Upon substituting the assumed functional forms in equation (6), we get the HJBE as: 
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u.(f) - U.( !>. )- U.(f w) - p !>. U.(f) - l 

f !>. ';, 41:, " !>. +RW· ----u ·---cf ·-
w f 2 '[fwwf-f;,] w f 

+v[(t + f )z. -e fw[Uww +_f...,)f-!wUw + /,)]]!>. 
w' ' [fwwf-f;,] f 

[Uww +2fw. + fw)f-(fw +/,)'ja; 

+(t)v' {[Uww + !-..,)!- fwUw + f,)]']e 
[fwwf-fi] 2 

and the optimal choices are: 

c*=L+c 
4fw 

!>. 
!' =0, 

Ww* = -L-•[f f w(~ - ~l) + v[(f ww + f .,,,)f - f w(~w + f, )Jb,, ]· 
[fwwf- fw] [fwwf- fw] 

Again, we derive the solution to the HJBE above for a special case. 

Solution forthe special case: cr: =82 • 

(45) 

(46a) 

(46b) 

We haveU(c)" U.[c-c]. and we have l [W,v] = !>. LJi (f(W,v)]. For the special case, we 
guess the solution for f [W,v] as f [W,v] = aW + bv + K. This gives us the following 
partial derivatives: 

fw = a; fww = O; f, = b; f„ = O; andfw,=0. 

Substituting for these in the IUBE at the top of the page, we have: 
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lJl[aW +bv]-Ln[6]- Ln[a] 

[ l aWA 
-p6LnaW+bv+K -l+R( ) aW+bv+K 

, 80 , c6a [( )- 8- ( b)] A +1 -,6a -[ 1+v a+bZ.-, a+ ( ) a aW+bv+K aW+bv+K 

(45) 

[ ' '"] A +tv' -(a+b) er~ +(a+b) e, '=0. 
(aW+bv+K) 

Rearranging the terms, we get: 

[Ln(A)+ Ln(a)+ l-tB06-RA]-[Ln(aW +bv+ K)-p6l.n(aW +bW +K)j 

-{ca+RK]( A ) +[bR-(z. -il,Va+bJ]( A ) aW+bv+K /1 aW+bv+K 
(46) 

'[ ' . l A +tv av -62 2 =0. 
(aW+bv+K) 

From the way we have rearranged the tenns above, we can solve separately and 
sequentially for A. a, and b, respectively, given that a! =82 • 

1 Thus, we have a = - and, 
p 

lJl[aA]=A[ R+til0 - ~]= ~[R-p+te,J 

~a= ~ ex1~[R-p+til0J]=p ·~~[R-p+til0 J} 

c K=-a 
R' 

and finally we have: 

(:Z. -il,)a 8 a • 
b= 17 .)= ' ,wbere8,aZ,-8„ R-\z.-e, R-e, 

Note: These results follow from the transformed lUBE above. Therefore, we have: 
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(47a) 

(47b) 

(47c) 

(47d) 



f[w,v] = aW +bv+ K = a[w +( R~'e, }-! J 
where 

a=p exp[~[R-J+t80 J]. 

8, = (z - R!f 1·• (z - Rl). 

e, = z, -8, = z, -(Z-R!f I·'I,,. 

So, we have: 

l[W,v]=Mn(f(w,v)]=..!_Ln[a[w+ e, v- c]] 
p R-8, R 

(48a) 

(48b) 

with a a" defined above. This, in turn, enables us to obtain the expressions for the 
optimal consumption rate c* and portfolio choice vector Ww*. We have, from the 
expressions on page 20, upon substitution: 

Finally, 

l[W, v,t] = e''' l[W, v] = e''' ..!.[ Ln[aW +bv+ K]] 
p 

with a and b as derived above. 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

WhenCJ: ':/:. 8
2

, we revert back to the general expressions for the HJBE, c* and Ww* per 
equations (45a), (46b), and (46c). We will again bave to first solve forf(W.v) before we 
can characterize the optimal c* and the Ww* vector. 
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We stop our exercise at this stage and leave the study of comparative statics for 
another paper. Tue latter task is rendered quite transparent, especially in the case of the 
negative exponential class of utility functions. where the solution has been obtained for 
the next general setup. In the case of the power utility function, we have a solution only 
for the special case. 

Tue negative exponential case is easier to handle, as the capitalized value of the 
wage stream does not depend upon the wealth endowment, W. 

SECTION IV: CONCLUSION 

Once we have fully characterized the optimal consumption choice, c*(t), and the 
optimal portfolio vector, Ww*. the next step would be to examine their functional 
dependence upon the various parameters ( or variables) of the system. We defer this 
comparative-statics exercise to a later paper and restrict ourselves here to the observation 
that investor behavior in the light of "private" assets and/or wage income stream, wbether 
"spanned" or "non-spanned," will be radically different from a case where he has only the 
set of "market" assets to choose from. 

This is not a radical or surprising observation and has, in fact, been known for 
quite some time; but to our knowledge, this is the first successful attempt to combine both 
private assets and wage stream in one model and derive the optimality relationships, 
where the wage strearn follows a more economically appealing geometric Brownian 
motion instead of an arithmetic Brownian motion. We are also in a position to solve 
explicitly, for the frrst time, the problem for the negative exponential class of utility 
functions. 
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